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Course changes for ________Anthropology___________________________ (Discipline) 
 
Fall 2012 
For 
Office 
use 
Only  
For 
Office 
use 
Only 
Course Changes to be made to course and Rationale 
1  Anth 1811. Contemporary 
Chinese Culture and Society 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ANTH 1811 - Contemporary Chinese Culture and Society (IC)     - See attached ECAS Form
(4.0 cr; Prereq-new college student in their first semester of enrollment at UMM; fall, offered 
periodically)  
Overview of the cultural unity and diversity of contemporary Chinese society in relation to globalization 
and modernization. Focus is largely on the social changes and everyday life in the post-reform era (1978 
to the present). Topics include Chinese politics, economic development, labor migration, family life, 
marriage, religion, ethnicity, and popular culture. Also, examination of the globalizing forces that help 
produce cross-cultural imageries of China. 
 
Rationale:   Regular Approval of the previously Provisionally Approved course.   This course proved 
popular with Anth majors and other UMM students.  We would like to become part of our regular 
curriculum.   
2  Anth 2453 
American Indians, 
Anthropology, and Museums 
Request:  Deactivate course 
 
Rationale:  No staff to teach this course in the near future 
3  Anth 2501: Medical 
Anthropology-An Overview 
Request:  Deactivate course 
 
 
Rationale:  No staff to teach this course in the near future 
4  Anth 2604. China in the Era 
of Globalization 
ANTH 2604 - China in the Era of Globalization (IP)  - See attached ECAS Form
(4.0 cr; spring, offered periodically)  
A seminar exploring the multifaceted nature of contemporary globalization and the transnational forces 
that have greatly contributed to the social, cultural, political, and economic changes in post-reform 
(1978-present) China and the diasporic Chinese communities. Examines the key concepts and theoretical 
frameworks of globalization, transnationalism, and economic development. Major topics include the 
interconnected relationship between the global economy and China's domestic labor migration; 
increasing social stratification and gender inequality in mainland China; the rise of consumerism and the 
emergence of a global market for Chinese cultural media; cross-cultural romance, marriages, and 
families; nationalism and collective identity in China and the Chinese diaspora, and so on. Offers 
important bases for a critical evaluation of the significant roles that contemporary Chinese economy and 
society play in the era of globalization. 
 
Rationale:    Regular Approval of the previously Provisionally Approved course .  This course proved 
popular with Anth majors and other UMM students.  We would like to become part of our regular 
curriculum.   
5  Anth 3451: Contemporary 
American Indians 
 
Request:  Deactivate course 
 
Rationale:  No staff to teach this course in the near future 
 
6  Anth 3452: American Indian 
Women 
 
Request:  Deactivate course 
 
 
Rationale:  No staff to teach this course in the near future 
 
7  Anth 3455: North American 
Archaeology 
 
ANTH 3455 - North American Archaeology (SS)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-1111 or 2103; spring, every year Offered periodically) 
 
 
Rationale:  Change when offered - insufficient staff to offer yearly 
 
8  Anth 3603: Latin American 
Archaeology 
 
ANTH 3603 - Latin American Archaeology (SS)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-1111 or 2103; spring, every year Offered periodically) 
 
 
Rationale:  Change when offered - insufficient staff to offer yearly 
 
9  ANTH 4901 - Seminar in 
Anthropological Theory  
 
ANTH 4901 - Seminar in Anthropological Theory (SS) 
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq (Anth 1111 
and Soc 1101 are both SS)  
 
ANTH 1811 - NEW COURSE PROPOSAL  
Approvals Received: None 
Approvals Pending: Department > Curriculum Committee > Campus Assembly > Catalog 
Effective Status: Active 
Effective Term: New: 1139 - Fall 2013 
Old: 1119 - Fall 2011 
Course: ANTH 1811 
Institution: 
Campus: 
UMNMO - Morris 
UMNMO - Morris 
Career: UGRD 
College: MDSS - Division of Social Sciences 
Department: 10574 - UMM-Soc Sciences, Div of-Adm 
 
General 
Course Title Short: Contemp. Chinese Culture & Soc 
Course Title Long: Contemporary Chinese Culture and Society 
Max-Min Credits 
for Course: 
4.0 to 4.0 credit(s) 
Catalog 
Description: 
Overview of the cultural unity and diversity of contemporary Chinese 
society in relation to globalization and modernization. Focus is largely on 
the social changes and everyday life in the post-reform era (1978 to the 
present). Topics include Chinese politics, economic development, labor 
migration, family life, marriage, religion, ethnicity, and popular culture. 
Also, examination of the globalizing forces that help produce cross-
cultural imageries of China. 
Print in Catalog?: Yes 
Additional Course 
Information (for 
catalog production): 
<no text provided> 
Grading Basis: Stdnt Opt  
Honors Course: No 
Delivery Mode(s): Classroom 
Years most 
frequently offered: 
Other frequency 
Term(s) most 
frequently offered: 
Fall 
Component 1: LEC (with final exam) 
Auto-Enroll Course: No 
Graded Component: LEC 
Academic 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Financial Aid 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Repetition of Course: Repetition not allowed.  
Course Prerequisites 
for Catalog: 
new college student in their first semester of enrollment at UMM 
Course Equivalency: No course equivalencies 
Consent Requirement: No required consent 
Enforced Prerequisites:  
(course-based or 
non-course-based) 
003223 - new college student in their first semester of enrollment at 
UMM 
Editor Comments: 03.07.11 - Edited for PSoft. jls 
03.08.11 - Edited for catalog NEH. 
Proposal Changes: <no text provided> 
History Information: 03.08.11 - Received provisional approval. jls 
Assessment and Goals: <no text provided> 
Rationale for 
Changes or 
Exceptions: 
New: REQUEST REGULAR APPROVAL OF THE PREVIOUSLY 
PROVISIONALLY APPROVED COURSE.   
THIS COURSE PROVED POPULAR WITH ANTH MAJORS AND 
OTHER UMM STUDENTS.  WE WOULD LIKE TO BECOME PART 
OF OUR REGULAR CURRICULUM. 
Old: NEW COURSE IN THE AREA OF EXPERTISE OF THE ANTH. 
NEW TENURE-TRACK FACULTY MEMBER. 
 
General Education 
Faculty Sponsor Name: Xia Zhang 
Requirement 
this course fulfills: 
IC (IC) Intellectual Community  
 
Provisional 
Approval: 
New: Not requested 
Old:  Received on Mar 8, 2011  
Regular 
Approval: 
New:  Requested on Aug 31, 2012  
Old: Not Requested  
 
ANTH 2604 - NEW COURSE PROPOSAL  
Approvals Received: None 
Approvals Pending: Department > Curriculum Committee > Campus Assembly > Catalog 
Effective Status: Active 
Effective Term: New: 1139 - Fall 2013 
Old: 1123 - Spring 2012 
Course: ANTH 2604 
Institution/Campus: UMNMO - Morris 
Career: UGRD 
College: MDSS - Division of Social Sciences 
Department: 10574 - UMM-Soc Sciences, Div of-Adm 
General 
Course Title Short: China in Era of Globalization 
Course Title Long: China in the Era of Globalization 
Max-Min Credits 
for Course: 
4.0 to 4.0 credit(s) 
Catalog 
Description: 
A seminar exploring the multifaceted nature of contemporary globalization 
and the transnational forces that have greatly contributed to the social, 
cultural, political, and economic changes in post-reform (1978-present) 
China and the diasporic Chinese communities. Examines the key concepts 
and theoretical frameworks of globalization, transnationalism, and 
economic development. Major topics include the interconnected 
relationship between the global economy and China's domestic labor 
migration; increasing social stratification and gender inequality in mainland 
China; the rise of consumerism and the emergence of a global market for 
Chinese cultural media; cross-cultural romance, marriages, and families; 
nationalism and collective identity in China and the Chinese diaspora, and 
so on. Offers important bases for a critical evaluation of the significant 
roles that contemporary Chinese economy and society play in the era of 
globalization. 
Print in Catalog?: Yes 
Additional Course Info 
(for catalog production): 
<no text provided> 
Grading Basis: Stdnt Opt  
Honors Course: No 
Delivery Mode(s): Classroom 
Years most frequently 
offered: 
Other frequency 
Term(s) most 
frequently offered: 
Spring 
Component 1: SEM (no final exam) 
Auto-Enroll Course: No 
Graded Component: SEM 
Academic 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Financial Aid 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Repetition of Course: Repetition not allowed.  
Course Prerequisites 
for Catalog: 
<no text provided> 
Course Equivalency: No course equivalencies 
Consent Requirement: No required consent 
Enforced Prerequisites:  
(course-based or 
non-course-based) 
No prerequisites 
Editor Comments: 09.28.11 - Edited for Psoft. jls 
09.29.11 - Edited for catalog NEH. 
Proposal Changes: <no text provided> 
History Information: 09.29.11 - Received provisional approval. jls 
Assessment and Goals: <no text provided> 
Rationale for 
Changes or 
Exceptions: 
New: REQUEST REGULAR APPROVAL OF THE PREVIOUSLY 
PROVISIONALLY APPROVED COURSE.   
THIS COURSE PROVED POPULAR WITH ANTH MAJORS AND 
OTHER UMM STUDENTS.  WE WOULD LIKE TO BECOME PART 
OF OUR REGULAR CURRICULUM. 
Old: NEW COURSE TAUGHT BY NEW FACULTY MEMBER 
WITH EXPERTISE IN THIS TOPIC. 
General Education 
Faculty Sponsor Name: Xia Zhang 
Requirement 
this course fulfills: 
IP (IP) International Perspectives  
Provisional 
Approval: 
New: Not requested 
Old:  Received on Sep 29, 2011  
Regular 
Approval: 
New:  Requested on Aug 31, 2012  
Old: Not Requested  
 
Course changes for _____________Economics _______________________ (Discipline) 
 
Fall 2012 
For 
Office 
Use 
For 
Office 
Use 
Course Changes to be made to course and Rationale 
1  Econ 1951 - Seminar for 
Social Science Majors 
Inactivate course 
 
Rationale:  INACTIVATE COURSE - WE EXPECT VERY LITTLE RESIDUAL DEMAND FOR THIS COURSE AFTER 
2011-12.  WITH PROPER ADVISING, WE EXPECT THE COURSE WILL NOT NEED TO BE OFFERED AGAIN 
AFTER 2011-12.  STARTING 2012-13, THE REQUIREMENT WILL BE WAIVED FOR THE RESIDUAL DEMAND, 
ALLOWING SCARCE RESOURCES TO BE FOCUSED ON OTHER URGENTLY NEEDED AREAS OF CURRICULUM. 
 
2  Econ 3023 – Long Run 
Economic Growth  
 
Inactivate course 
 
Rationale:  This was a course taught by a temporary faculty member who is no longer here.     
 
3  ECON 4102 - Labor 
Economics II 
ECON 4102 - Labor Economics II (SS)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-3201 or #; fall, every year)  
Functioning and performance of the labor market. Heterodox explanations of labor market behavior. Labor 
demand applications.  
 
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
4  ECON 4111 - Mathematical 
Economics I   
ECON 4111 - Mathematical Economics I (M/SR)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-3201, 3202 or #; fall, spring, offered periodically)  
Application of mathematical methods to economic analysis. Mathematical formulations and solution of 
optimizing models pertaining to households and firms and of adjustments to disturbances.  
 
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
5  ECON 4112 - Mathematical 
Economics II  
 
ECON 4112 - Mathematical Economics II (M/SR)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-3201, 3202 or #; fall, spring, offered periodically)  
Topics include linear modeling, input-output analysis and linear programming, efficiency and exchange, 
comparative static analysis, and dynamic microeconomic and macroeconomic models.  
 
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
6  ECON 4121 - International 
Trade Theory 
 
ECON 4121 - International Trade Theory (SS)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-3201 or #; spring, every year)  
Overview of why trade occurs, pattern of trade and international factor movement. Effect of trade and trade 
policy on the economy. Current topics in trade theory 
 
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
7  ECON 4131 - International 
Finance 
 
ECON 4131 - International Finance (SS)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-3202 or #; spring, every year)  
Foreign exchange markets; theories of exchange rate determination; fixed vs. flexible rate systems; theories 
of balance of payments adjustments; international quantity of money theory; international reserves; 
international monetary system (past, present, and future); internal and external balance, international 
economic policy coordination, international debt problem; effect of international sector on domestic growth 
and stability.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
8  ECON 4501 - Senior 
Research Seminar in 
Economics and 
Management 
 
ECON 4501 - Senior Research Seminar in Economics and Management (SS)  
(2.0 cr [max 4.0 cr]; Prereq-sr or 3501 or #; full year course begins in fall sem; fall, every year)  
Seminar on selected topics in economics and management. Guided research sessions familiarize students 
with literature in the field. Students are required to make a formal presentation on their research topic and 
attend presentations by their peers. 
 
Rationale: Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
Course changes for _________Geography_____________________________ (Discipline) 
 
Fall 2012 
For 
Office 
Use 
For 
Office 
Use 
Course Changes to be made to course and Rationale 
  Geog 3501 Geographic 
Information Systems 
 
GEOG 3501 - Geographic Information Systems (ENVT)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-any 1xxx course in social or natural sciences; spring, every year offered periodically) 
 
 
Rationale:  Change when offered - No expected offering of this course in the near future 
 
Course changes for ____gender, women & sexuality studies (GWSS)______ (Discipline) 
 
Fall 2012 
For 
Office 
Use 
For 
Office 
Use 
Course Changes to be made to course and Rationale 
  GWSS 3001: Gender in 
African Cinema 
New course  - See  attached ECAS
 
Rationale:  THIS COURSE WILL BE AN ELECTIVE WITH PRIMARY GENDER CONTENT FOR THE GWSS MAJOR 
AND AN ELECTIVE WITH PARTIAL AFRICAN-AMERICAN CONTENT FOR THE AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES 
MINOR. IT IS A BRAND-NEW COURSE THAT HAS NEVER BEEN OFFERED ON OUR CAMPUS, BUT WILL 
PROVIDE AN IMPORTANT DIMENSION TO OUR STUDENTS' APPRECIATION OF THE WAYS IN WHICH 
GENDER FUNCTIONS TO CREATE AND RESTRICT POSSIBILITIES OF IDENTITY. THIS COURSE WILL ADD A 
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE TO THE GWSS MAJOR. 
   
 
 
 
Rationale:   
   
 
 
 
Rationale:   
   
 
 
 
Rationale:   
   
 
 
 
Rationale:   
   
 
 
 
Rationale:   
 
 
GWSS 3001 - NEW COURSE PROPOSAL  
Approvals Received: None 
Approvals Pending: Department > Curriculum Committee > Campus Assembly > Catalog 
Effective Status: Active 
Effective Term: 1139 - Fall 2013 
Course: GWSS 3001 
Institution: 
Campus: 
UMNMO - Morris 
UMNMO - Morris 
Career: UGRD 
College: MDSS - Division of Social Sciences 
Department: 10574 - UMM-Soc Sciences, Div of-Adm 
General 
Course Title Short: Gender in African Cinema 
Course Title Long: Troubling Genders in African Cinema 
Max-Min Credits 
for Course: 
4.0 to 4.0 credit(s) 
Catalog 
Description: 
This course explores the ways in which Sub-Saharan African film 
directors have used cinematic arts to challenge and envision paradigms of 
feminine, masculine and queer identity. Students will study African 
models of womanist thought and how they work with, through and 
against various "Western" models of gender. All films have English 
subtitles. 
Print in Catalog?: Yes 
Additional Course 
Information (for 
catalog production): 
<no text provided> 
Grading Basis: Stdnt Opt  
Honors Course: No 
Delivery Mode(s): Classroom 
Years most 
frequently offered: 
Other frequency 
Term(s) most 
frequently offered: 
Fall, Spring 
Component 1: DIS (with final exam) 
Auto-Enroll Course: No 
Graded Component: DIS 
Academic 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Financial Aid 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Repetition of Course: Repetition not allowed.  
Course 
Prerequisites 
for Catalog: 
<no text provided> 
Course Equivalency: No course equivalencies 
Consent Requirement: No required consent 
Enforced Prerequisites:  
(course-based or 
non-course-based) 
No prerequisites 
Editor Comments: <no text provided> 
Proposal Changes: <no text provided> 
History Information: <no text provided> 
Assessment and Goals: <no text provided> 
Rationale for 
Changes or 
Exceptions: 
THIS COURSE WILL BE AN ELECTIVE WITH PRIMARY GENDER 
CONTENT FOR THE GWSS MAJOR AND AN ELECTIVE WITH 
PARTIAL AFRICAN-AMERICAN CONTENT FOR THE AFRICAN 
AMERICAN STUDIES MINOR. IT IS A BRAND-NEW COURSE 
THAT HAS NEVER BEEN OFFERED ON OUR CAMPUS, BUT 
WILL PROVIDE AN IMPORTANT DIMENSION TO OUR 
STUDENTS' APPRECIATION OF THE WAYS IN WHICH GENDER 
FUNCTIONS TO CREATE AND RESTRICT POSSIBILITIES OF 
IDENTITY. THIS COURSE WILL ADD A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 
TO THE GWSS MAJOR. 
General Education 
Faculty 
Sponsor Name: 
Sarah Buchanan 
Requirement 
this course fulfills: 
HUM (HUM) Communication, Language, Lit. & Philosophy  
 
Provisional 
Approval: 
Not Requested  
Regular 
Approval: 
Requested on Aug 29, 2012  
 
Course changes for ____________History _________________________________ (Discipline) 
 
Fall 2012 
For 
Office 
Use 
For 
Office 
Use 
Course Changes to be made to course and Rationale 
1  HIST 1111 – Themes in World 
History 
HIST 1111 - Themes in World History Introduction to World History 
(HIST) (4.0 cr; =[HIST 1101, HIST 1102]; fall, spring, every year) 
 
Rationale:  Change course title to “Introduction to World History” - new title better aligns with other 
intro history courses, and is clearer to students. 
 
2  HIST 1402 – Women in U.S. 
History  
HIST 1402 - Women in U.S. History  Gender, Women, and Sexuality in American History, (HDIV)   
(4.0 cr; fall, spring, offered periodically) 
 
Rationale:  Change title to “Gender, Women, and Sexuality in American History” - new title better 
reflects course content 
 
3  HIST 1814 - Tourism in 
America (IC) 
Inactivate course 
 
Rationale:  No faculty intend to teach this course in the near future 
4  HIST 2003 – Public History  HIST 2003 - Public History (HIST)  - See attached ECAS
(4.0 cr; spring, offered periodically)  
Introduction to the many ways historians conduct research and present historical topics to public 
audiences. Public historians, who typically come from a traditional academic discipline, utilize their 
knowledge in such public settings as museums, archives, historic sites, historical societies, and federal 
agencies. Examine a number of themes ranging from oral histories and historical reenactments to 
websites and electronic media. Explore what is public history, who practices it, the role of audience, the 
tension between history and memory, and the ethical concerns that influence public history practice. A 
particular emphasis is the representation of racial and ethnic communities and the controversies that 
have emerged in public history practice and scholarship about the representation of "the other." 
 
Rationale:  Make a permanent course.     SEEK REGULAR APPROVAL FOR THIS PREVIOUSLY 
PROVISIONALLY APPROVED COURSE - This course will be taught regularly in the future. 
 
5  HIST 2554 – Korean History  Inactivate course 
 
Rationale:  Course will not be taught again. 
6  HIST 2557 - History of 
Southeast Asia (HIST) 
Inactivate course 
 
Rationale:  No faculty intend to teach this course in the near future.      
7  HIST 2608 – History of Cuba: 
From Colony to 
Revolutionary State 
New course  See attached ECAS
 
Rationale: THIS COURSE REPLACES AN OLDER COURSE ON THE BOOKS, REFLECTING NEW RESEARCH 
DIRECTIONS AND A BROADER PERSPECTIVE.  IT WILL BE AN IMPORTANT ADDITION TO OUR HISTORY 
ELECTIVES AND TO THE LAAS MAJOR AS WELL. 
8  HIST 3001 – Families through 
the Prism of Memory, 
Genealogy, and History 
 
Inactivate course 
 
Rationale:  Course will not be taught again. 
 
9  HIST 3009 – Microhistory 
 
Inactivate course 
 
Rationale: The course has not been taught recently; no faculty intend to teach it in the next 2-year cycle.  
10  HIST 3012 – History of 
Ancient Greece and Rome 
 
Inactivate course 
 
Rationale:  The course has not been taught recently; no faculty intend to teach it in the next 2-year cycle. 
11  HIST 3156 – Modern German 
Intellectual History 
 
Inactivate course 
 
Rationale: The course will not be taught in the next 2-year cycle. 
 
12  HIST 3176 – Berlin as a Site of 
History 
HIST 3176 - Berlin as a Site of History (HIST)  - See attached ECAS
(4.0 cr; A-F only, summer, offered periodically)  
A study abroad course focusing on the intersection of space and history in the vibrant city of Berlin, 
Germany. Themes include Berlin in flows of capital and power, Berlin as a site of everyday life, and Berlin 
as a site of historical memory and contests over it. No knowledge of German is necessary. 
 
Rationale:  Provisional course to make permanent.    Course was received well and will strengthen the 
discipline and offerings. 
 
13  HIST 2001 3181 – The Study 
of History: Schools, Rules, 
and Tools 
 
HIST 2001 3181 - The Study of History: Schools, Rules, and Tools (HIST)  (4.0 cr; #, spring, every 
year;  (no credit for students who have received cr for Hist 2001)  
 
Rationale:  Change course number from 2001 to 3181 - We intend the course to be taken by students in 
their junior year, after they have taken  at least 10 credits of history at UMM.  The course is at a 3000-
level in terms of intellectual challenge and leads directly into the senior seminar 4501. 
Add instructor approval. 
Add “no credit for students who have received cr for Hist 2001” 
14  HIST 3210 – Popular Religion, 
Heresy, & Inquisition in the 
Middle Ages 
Inactivate course 
 
Rationale: The course has not been taught recently, and it will not be taught in the next 2-year cycle  
  
15  HIST 3301 – Red, White, and 
Black: Race/Culture in Early 
America 
Inactivate course 
 
Rationale: this course will be replaced by a new course  Hist 3304 (Race, Class, and Gender in American 
History).  
 
16  HIST 3304 – Race, Class, and 
Gender in American History 
New course   - See attached ECAS
 
 
Rationale: THIS COURSE WILL REPLACE HISTORY 3301 (RED, WHITE, AND BLACK: RACE/CULTURE IN 
EARLY AMERICA).  THE NEW COURSE WILL BUILD ON THE OLD COURSE, ADDING TOPICS AND THEORIES. 
 
17  HIST 2361 3361  – An 
Environ-mental and 
Geographic History of the 
United States 
HIST 2361 3361 - An Environmental and Geographic History of the United States (ENVT)  
(4.0 cr; fall, spring, offered periodically) 
 
 
Rationale: Change course number from 2361 to 3361 - The course is intellectually more challenging than 
the 2000-level designator suggests, and will better serve the Environmental Studies major as a 3000 level 
course.   
Add “no credit for students who have received cr for Hist 2361” 
 
18  HIST 3608 – The Cuban 
Revolution in Historical 
Perspective 
 
Inactivate course 
 
 
Rationale:  The course will not be taught again.   
 
19  HIST 3609 - Natural 
Calamities: Disaster and 
Response in Latin American 
History (IP) 
Inactivate course 
 
 
Rationale:   No faculty intend to teach this course in the near future.   
 
20  HIST 3611 – The Amazon in 
History 
 
Inactivate course 
 
 
Rationale: The course will not be taught again.   
 
21  HIST 3612—Social Revolution 
in 20th-Century Latin America 
HIST 3612 - Social Revolution in 20th-Century Latin America (HIST)  - See attached ECAS
(4.0 cr; fall, offered periodically)  
Examination of social revolution in 20th-century Latin America. Particular attention paid to social 
revolution in Mexico, Bolivia, Cuba, and Nicaragua. Populism, democratic attempts at social revolution, 
and counterrevolution in other parts of Latin America also considered. Key issues include imperialism, 
capitalism, communism, nationalism, and the Cold War. 
 
Rationale:  Provisional course to make permanent - Course is going well with solid enrollment and will be 
taught again in the 2 year cycle. 
22  HIST 3613 – U.S.-Latin 
American Relations in 
Historical Perspective 
New course  - See attached ECAS
 
Rationale: THIS COURSE IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT ALLOWS STUDENTS TO GAIN A GOOD 
UNDERSTANDING OF THE LONG HISTORY OF INTERACTION BETWEEN THESE TWO REGIONS AND HELPS 
PREPARE THEM TO BE BETTER GLOBAL CITIZENS. 
 
23  HIST 3614 – Race & Ethnicity 
in Latin America 
New course - See attached ECAS  
 
Rationale:  THIS COURSE IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT ALLOWS STUDENTS TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THE 
ROLE OF RACE AND ETHNICITY IN THE HISTORY OF LATIN AMERICA AS WELL AS HOW UNDERSTANDINGS 
OF RACE DIFFER IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE WORLD AND HOW RACE IS SOCIALLY CONSTRUCTED. IT 
NOT ONLY HELPS STUDENTS BETTER UNDERSTAND LATIN AMERICAN SOCIETY, BUT ALSO THEIR OWN. 
 
24 
 
 HIST 4501 - Senior Research 
Seminar in History (HIST) 
HIST 4501 - Senior Research Seminar in History (HIST)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-2001, #; A-F only, fall, spring, every year)  
Advanced historical thematic analysis and guided research resulting in an original, substantial paper or 
project. 
 
Rationale:  1) ADD INSTRUCTOR APPROVAL.  2) REMOVE GEN ED DESIGNATOR - COURSE HAS THE SAME 
GEN ED DESIGNATOR AS THE PREREQ. 
 
HIST 2003 - NEW COURSE PROPOSAL  
Approvals Received: None 
Approvals Pending: Department > Curriculum Committee > Campus Assembly > Catalog 
Effective Status: Active 
Effective Term: New: 1139 - Fall 2013 
Old: 1123 - Spring 2012 
Course: HIST 2003 
Institution: 
Campus: 
UMNMO - Morris 
UMNMO - Morris 
Career: UGRD 
College: MDSS - Division of Social Sciences 
Department: 10574 - UMM-Soc Sciences, Div of-Adm 
General 
Course Title Short: Public History 
Course Title Long: Public History 
Max-Min Credits 
for Course: 
4.0 to 4.0 credit(s) 
Catalog 
Description: 
Introduction to the many ways historians conduct research and present 
historical topics to public audiences. Public historians, who typically 
come from a traditional academic discipline, utilize their knowledge in 
such public settings as museums, archives, historic sites, historical 
societies, and federal agencies. Examine a number of themes ranging 
from oral histories and historical reenactments to websites and electronic 
media. Explore what is public history, who practices it, the role of 
audience, the tension between history and memory, and the ethical 
concerns that influence public history practice. A particular emphasis is 
the representation of racial and ethnic communities and the controversies 
that have emerged in public history practice and scholarship about the 
representation of "the other." 
Print in Catalog?: Yes 
Additional Course 
Information (for 
catalog production): 
<no text provided> 
Grading Basis: Stdnt Opt  
Honors Course: No 
Delivery Mode(s): Classroom 
Years most 
frequently offered: 
Other frequency 
Term(s) most 
frequently offered: 
Spring 
Component 1: DIS (no final exam) 
Auto-Enroll Course: No 
Graded Component: DIS 
Academic 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Financial Aid 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Repetition of Course: Repetition not allowed.  
Course Prerequisites 
for Catalog: 
<no text provided> 
Course Equivalency: No course equivalencies 
Consent Requirement: No required consent 
Enforced Prerequisites:  
(course-based or 
non-course-based) 
No prerequisites 
Editor Comments: 09.28.11 - Edited for Psoft. jls 
09.29.11 - edited for catalog NEH. 
Proposal Changes: <no text provided> 
History Information: 09.29.11 - Received provisional approval. jls 
Assessment and Goals: <no text provided> 
Rationale for 
Changes or 
Exceptions: 
New: SEEK REGULAR APPROVAL FOR THIS PREVIOUSLY 
PROVISIONALLY APPROVED COURSE - THIS COURSE WILL BE 
TAUGHT REGULARLY IN THE FUTURE. 
Old: NEW COURSE TO BE TAUGHT BY NEW FACULTY MEMBER. 
General Education 
Faculty 
Sponsor Name: 
New: Staff  
Old: Karissa White 
Requirement 
this course fulfills: 
HIST (HIST) Historical Perspectives  
Provisional 
Approval: 
New: Not requested 
Old:  Received on Sep 29, 2011  
Regular 
Approval: 
New:  Requested on Sep 4, 2012  
Old: Not Requested  
 
HIST 2608 - NEW COURSE PROPOSAL  
Approvals Received: None 
Approvals Pending: Department > Curriculum Committee > Campus Assembly > Catalog 
Effective Status: Active 
Effective Term: 1139 - Fall 2013 
Course: HIST 2608 
Institution: 
Campus: 
UMNMO - Morris 
UMNMO - Morris 
Career: UGRD 
College: MDSS - Division of Social Sciences 
Department: 10574 - UMM-Soc Sciences, Div of-Adm 
 
General 
Course Title Short: History of Cuba 
Course Title Long: History of Cuba: From Colony to Revolutionary State 
Max-Min Credits 
for Course: 
4.0 to 4.0 credit(s) 
Catalog 
Description: 
A survey of the history of Cuba from Spanish colonization to the present, 
with and emphasis on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Topics 
include colonization, slavery, imperialism, nationalism, and the Cuban 
Revolution. 
Print in Catalog?: Yes 
Additional Course 
Information (for 
catalog production): 
<no text provided> 
Grading Basis: Stdnt Opt  
Honors Course: No 
Delivery Mode(s): Classroom 
Years most 
frequently offered: 
Other frequency 
Term(s) most 
frequently offered: 
Fall, Spring 
Component 1: LEC (with final exam) 
Auto-Enroll Course: No 
Graded Component: LEC 
Academic Not allowed to bypass limits. 
Progress Units: 4.0 credit(s) 
Financial Aid 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Repetition of 
Course: 
Repetition not allowed.  
Course 
Prerequisites 
for Catalog: 
<no text provided> 
Course Equivalency: No course equivalencies 
Consent Requirement: No required consent 
Enforced Prerequisites:  
(course-based or 
non-course-based) 
No prerequisites 
Editor Comments: <no text provided> 
Proposal Changes: <no text provided> 
History Information: <no text provided> 
Assessment and Goals: <no text provided> 
Rationale for 
Changes or 
Exceptions: 
THIS COURSE REPLACES AN OLDER COURSE ON THE BOOKS, 
REFLECTING NEW RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND A BROADER 
PERSPECTIVE.  IT WILL BE AN IMPORTANT ADDITION TO OUR 
HISTORY ELECTIVES AND TO THE LAAS MAJOR AS WELL. 
General Education 
Faculty Sponsor Name: Benjamin Narvaez 
Requirement 
this course fulfills: 
HIST (HIST) Historical Perspectives  
 
Provisional Approval: Not Requested  
Regular Approval: Requested on Sep 4, 2012  
 
HIST 3176 - NEW COURSE PROPOSAL  
Approvals Received: None 
Approvals Pending: Department > Curriculum Committee > Campus Assembly > Catalog 
Effective Status: Active 
Effective Term: New: 1139 - Fall 2013 
Old: 1125 - Summer 2012 
Course: HIST 3176 
Institution: 
Campus: 
UMNMO - Morris 
UMNMO - Morris 
Career: UGRD 
College: MDSS - Division of Social Sciences 
Department: 10574 - UMM-Soc Sciences, Div of-Adm 
General 
Course Title Short: Berlin as a Site of History 
Course Title Long: Berlin as a Site of History 
Max-Min Credits 
for Course: 
4.0 to 4.0 credit(s) 
Catalog 
Description: 
A study abroad course focusing on the intersection of space and history 
in the vibrant city of Berlin, Germany. Themes include Berlin in flows of 
capital and power, Berlin as a site of everyday life, and Berlin as a site of 
historical memory and contests over it. No knowledge of German is 
necessary. 
Print in Catalog?: Yes 
Additional Course 
Information (for 
catalog production): 
<no text provided> 
Grading Basis: A-F only  
Honors Course: No 
Delivery Mode(s): Classroom 
Years most 
frequently offered: 
Other frequency 
Term(s) most 
frequently offered: 
Summer 
Component 1: SEM (no final exam) 
Auto-Enroll Course: No 
Graded Component: SEM 
Academic 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Financial Aid 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Repetition of Course: Repetition not allowed.  
Course Prerequisites 
for Catalog: 
<no text provided> 
Course Equivalency: No course equivalencies 
Consent Requirement: No required consent 
Enforced Prerequisites:  
(course-based or 
non-course-based) 
No prerequisites 
Editor Comments: 02.22.12 - Edited for PSoft. js 
02.28.12 - edited for catalog NEH. 
Proposal Changes: <no text provided> 
History Information: 02.28.12 - Received provisional approval. js 
Assessment and Goals: <no text provided> 
Rationale for 
Changes or 
Exceptions: 
New: PROVISIONAL COURSE TO MAKE COURSE PERMANENT - 
COURSE WAS RECEIVED WELL AND WILL STRENGTHEN THE 
DISCIPLINE AND OFFERINGS. 
Old: THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE TO BE TAUGHT IN BERLIN 
DURING MAY SESSION 2012.  A PREVIOUS VERSION WAS TAUGHT 
DURING MAY SESSION 2010 THROUGH THE TWIN CITIES CAMPUS, 
AND I SEEK APPROVAL TO OFFER ESSENTIALLY THE SAME 
COURSE THROUGH UMM.  THE COURSE HAS MET THE MINIMUM 
ENROLLMENT.  PLEASE SEE ATTACHED DRAFT SYLLABUS FOR THE 
2012 VERSION. 
 
General Education 
Faculty Sponsor Name: Marynel Ryan Van Zee 
Requirement 
this course fulfills: 
HIST (HIST) Historical Perspectives  
Provisional 
Approval: 
New: Not requested 
Old:  Received on Feb 28, 2012  
Regular 
Approval: 
New:  Requested on Aug 31, 2012  
Old: Not Requested  
 
HIST 3304 - NEW COURSE PROPOSAL  
Approvals Received: None 
Approvals Pending: Department > Curriculum Committee > Campus Assembly > Catalog 
Effective Status: Active 
Effective Term: 1139 - Fall 2013 
Course: HIST 3304 
Institution: 
Campus: 
UMNMO - Morris 
UMNMO - Morris 
Career: UGRD 
College: MDSS - Division of Social Sciences 
Department: 10574 - UMM-Soc Sciences, Div of-Adm 
 
General 
Course Title Short: Race, Class, Gender in Am Hist 
Course Title Long: Race, Class, and Gender in American History 
Max-Min Credits 
for Course: 
4.0 to 4.0 credit(s) 
Catalog 
Description: 
The themes of race, class, and gender will be explored in-depth 
throughout the semester.  Students will gain a new awareness about 
historiography and theories that highlight this growing sub-field of 
American history. Prominent topics covered in lecture and readings will 
include colonization, slavery, suffrage, immigration, sovereignty, labor, 
ghettoization, art, literature, culture, and the rise of self-determination. 
Students enrolled in this course also study the intersection of race, class, 
and gender relations through multiple perspectives of region, ideology, 
political-economy, and religion.  
Print in Catalog?: Yes 
Additional Course 
Information (for 
catalog production): 
<no text provided> 
Grading Basis: Stdnt Opt  
Honors Course: No 
Delivery Mode(s): Classroom 
Years most 
frequently offered: 
Other frequency 
Term(s) most 
frequently offered: 
Fall, Spring 
Component 1: DIS (with final exam) 
Auto-Enroll Course: No 
Graded Component: DIS 
Academic 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Financial Aid 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Repetition of Course: Repetition not allowed.  
Course Prerequisites 
for Catalog: 
<no text provided> 
Course Equivalency: No course equivalencies 
Consent Requirement: No required consent 
Enforced Prerequisites:  
(course-based or 
non-course-based) 
No prerequisites 
Editor Comments: <no text provided> 
Proposal Changes: <no text provided> 
History Information: <no text provided> 
Assessment and Goals: <no text provided> 
Rationale for 
Changes or 
Exceptions: 
THIS COURSE WILL REPLACE HISTORY 3301 (RED, WHITE, 
AND BLACK: RACE/CULTURE IN EARLY AMERICA).  THE NEW 
COURSE WILL BUILD ON THE OLD COURSE, ADDING TOPICS 
AND THEORIES. 
 
General Education 
Faculty Sponsor Name: Kent Blansett  
Requirement 
this course fulfills: 
HDIV (HDIV) Human Diversity  
 
Provisional 
Approval: 
Not Requested  
Regular 
Approval: 
Requested on Sep 4, 2012  
 
HIST 3612 - NEW COURSE PROPOSAL  
Approvals Received: None 
Approvals Pending: Department > Curriculum Committee > Campus Assembly > Catalog 
Effective Status: Active 
Effective Term: New: 1139 - Fall 2013 
Old: 1129 - Fall 2012 
Course: HIST 3612 
Institution: 
Campus: 
UMNMO - Morris 
UMNMO - Morris 
Career: UGRD 
College: MDSS - Division of Social Sciences 
Department: 10574 - UMM-Soc Sciences, Div of-Adm 
General 
Course Title Short: Social Revolution 20th-Cent LA 
Course Title Long: Social Revolution in 20th-Century Latin America 
Max-Min Credits 
for Course: 
4.0 to 4.0 credit(s) 
Catalog 
Description: 
Examination of social revolution in 20th-century Latin America. 
Particular attention paid to social revolution in Mexico, Bolivia, Cuba, 
and Nicaragua. Populism, democratic attempts at social revolution, and 
counterrevolution in other parts of Latin America also considered. Key 
issues include imperialism, capitalism, communism, nationalism, and the 
Cold War. 
Print in Catalog?: Yes 
Additional Course 
Information (for 
catalog production): 
<no text provided> 
Grading Basis: Stdnt Opt  
Honors Course: No 
Delivery Mode(s): Classroom 
Years most 
frequently offered: 
Other frequency 
Term(s) most 
frequently offered: 
Fall 
Component 1: SEM (no final exam) 
Auto-Enroll Course: No 
Graded Component: SEM 
Academic 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Financial Aid 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Repetition of Course: Repetition not allowed.  
Course Prerequisites 
for Catalog: 
<no text provided> 
Course Equivalency: No course equivalencies 
Consent Requirement: No required consent 
Enforced Prerequisites:  
(course-based or 
non-course-based) 
No prerequisites 
Editor Comments: 05.03.12 - Edited for PSoft. jls 
05.09.12 - edited for catalog NEH. 
Proposal Changes: <no text provided> 
History Information: 05.07.12 - Received provisional approval. js 
 
Meets elective requirement for LAAS per Donna Chollett. js 
Meets elective requirement for Hist major and minor per Marynel Ryan. 
js 
Assessment and Goals: <no text provided> 
Rationale for 
Changes or 
Exceptions: 
New: PROVISIONAL COURSE TO MAKE PERMANENT - COURSE 
IS GOING WELL WITH SOLID ENROLLMENT AND WILL BE 
TAUGHT AGAIN IN THE 2 YEAR CYCLE. 
Old: PROVISIONAL APPROVAL IS REQUESTED FOR THIS FALL 2012 
COURSE TO BE TAUGHT BY THE NEW LATIN AMERICANIST IN 
HISTORY. 
General Education 
Faculty 
Sponsor Name: 
Benjamin Narvaez 
Requirement 
this course fulfills: 
HIST (HIST) Historical Perspectives  
Provisional 
Approval: 
New: Not requested 
Old:  Received on May 9, 2012  
Regular 
Approval: 
New:  Requested on Aug 31, 2012  
Old: Not Requested  
 
HIST 3613 - NEW COURSE PROPOSAL  
Approvals Received: None 
Approvals Pending: Department > Curriculum Committee > Campus Assembly > Catalog 
Effective Status: Active 
Effective Term: 1139 - Fall 2013 
Course: HIST 3613 
Institution: 
Campus: 
UMNMO - Morris 
UMNMO - Morris 
Career: UGRD 
College: MDSS - Division of Social Sciences 
Department: 10574 - UMM-Soc Sciences, Div of-Adm 
 
General 
Course Title Short: U.S.-Latin American Relations 
Course Title Long: U.S.-Latin American Relations in Historical Perspective 
Max-Min Credits 
for Course: 
4.0 to 4.0 credit(s) 
Catalog Description: This course examines the history of U.S.-Latin American relations from 
U.S independence to the present. The course focuses on the political, 
economic, social, and cultural relationships between the two. 
Print in Catalog?: Yes 
Additional Course 
Information (for 
catalog production): 
<no text provided> 
Grading Basis: Stdnt Opt  
Honors Course: No 
Delivery Mode(s): Classroom 
Years most 
frequently offered: 
Other frequency 
Term(s) most 
frequently offered: 
Fall, Spring 
Component 1: DIS (with final exam) 
Auto-Enroll Course: No 
Graded Component: DIS 
Academic 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Financial Aid 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Repetition of Course: Repetition not allowed.  
Course Prerequisites 
for Catalog: 
<no text provided> 
Course Equivalency: No course equivalencies 
Consent Requirement: No required consent 
Enforced Prerequisites:  
(course-based or 
non-course-based) 
No prerequisites 
Editor Comments: <no text provided> 
Proposal Changes: <no text provided> 
History Information: <no text provided> 
Assessment and Goals: <no text provided> 
Rationale for 
Changes or 
Exceptions: 
THIS COURSE IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT ALLOWS STUDENTS 
TO GAIN A GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF THE LONG HISTORY 
OF INTERACTION BETWEEN THESE TWO REGIONS AND HELPS 
PREPARE THEM TO BE BETTER GLOBAL CITIZENS. 
 
General Education 
Faculty Sponsor Name: Benjamin Narvaez 
Requirement 
this course fulfills: 
IP (IP) International Perspectives  
 
Provisional Approval: Not Requested  
Regular Approval: Requested on Sep 4, 2012  
 
HIST 3614 - NEW COURSE PROPOSAL  
Approvals Received: None 
Approvals Pending: Department > Curriculum Committee > Campus Assembly > Catalog 
Effective Status: Active 
Effective Term: 1139 - Fall 2013 
Course: HIST 3614 
Institution: 
Campus: 
UMNMO - Morris 
UMNMO - Morris 
Career: UGRD 
College: MDSS - Division of Social Sciences 
Department: 10574 - UMM-Soc Sciences, Div of-Adm 
 
General 
Course Title Short: Race & Ethnicity in Latin Amer 
Course Title Long: Race & Ethnicity in Latin America 
Max-Min Credits 
for Course: 
0.0 to 0.0 credit(s)   [will be fixed; should be 4.0 credits]
Catalog 
Description: 
This course explores issues of race and ethnicity in Latin America from a 
historical perspective. Covering the colonial and national periods, this 
course examines how ideas of race and ethnicity have intersected with 
political, economic, and socio-cultural developments in the region. The 
course also considers the ways in which race, class, and gender have 
intersected in Latin America. 
Print in Catalog?: Yes 
Additional Course 
Information (for 
catalog production): 
<no text provided> 
Grading Basis: Stdnt Opt  
Honors Course: No 
Delivery Mode(s): Classroom 
Years most 
frequently offered: 
Other frequency 
Term(s) most 
frequently offered: 
Fall, Spring 
Component 1: DIS (with final exam) 
Auto-Enroll Course: No 
Graded Component: DIS 
Academic 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
0.0 credit(s) 
Financial Aid 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
0.0 credit(s) 
Repetition of Course: Repetition not allowed.  
Course Prerequisites 
for Catalog: 
<no text provided> 
Course Equivalency: No course equivalencies 
Consent Requirement: No required consent 
Enforced Prerequisites:  
(course-based or 
non-course-based) 
No prerequisites 
Editor Comments: <no text provided> 
Proposal Changes: <no text provided> 
History Information: <no text provided> 
Assessment and Goals: <no text provided> 
Rationale for 
Changes or 
Exceptions: 
THIS COURSE IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT ALLOWS STUDENTS 
TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THE ROLE OF RACE AND 
ETHNICITY IN THE HISTORY OF LATIN AMERICA AS WELL AS 
HOW UNDERSTANDINGS OF RACE DIFFER IN DIFFERENT 
PARTS OF THE WORLD AND HOW RACE IS SOCIALLY 
CONSTRUCTED. IT NOT ONLY HELPS STUDENTS BETTER 
UNDERSTAND LATIN AMERICAN SOCIETY, BUT ALSO THEIR 
OWN. 
 
General Education 
Faculty Sponsor Name: Benjamin Narvaez 
Requirement 
this course fulfills: 
HDIV (HDIV) Human Diversity  
 
Provisional Approval: Not Requested  
Regular Approval: Requested on Sep 4, 2012  
 
Course changes for ________Management___________________________ (Discipline) 
 
Fall 2012 
For 
Office 
use 
Only 
For 
Office 
use 
Only 
Course Changes to be made to course and Rationale 
1  Mgmt 2800 – Rural 
Entrepreneurship Practicum 
Inactivate course 
 
Rationale:  We may in the future want to revive Rural Entrepreneurship Practicum (Mgmt 2800), 
as it fits nicely with things Arne has in mind at CST, but there is no current plan  
to offer it, so we will reexamine this if a chance arises to staff it  
in the future. 
2  MGMT 3123 - Managerial 
Economics (SS) 
MGMT 3123 - Managerial Economics (SS)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-2101, Econ 1111, Stat 1601 or Stat 2601 or #; spring, every year;  no credit for students 
who have received cr for Econ 3201 ) 
 
Rationale:  Mgmt 3123 is more applied and less theoretical coverage of similar material as Econ 3201.   
3  MGMT 4101 - Investment 
and Portfolio Analysis 
MGMT 4101 - Investment and Portfolio Analysis (SS)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-2101, 2102, 3101; spring, every year)  
The institutional environment of investment, techniques used to price financial products, and how to design a 
portfolio of many assets.  
 
Rationale:   Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
4  MGMT 4201 - The 
Economics of Corporate 
Strategy I 
MGMT 4201 - The Economics of Corporate Strategy I (SS)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-3123 or Econ 3201, Math 1021 or Math 1101, or #; fall, spring, offered periodically)  
Setting the horizontal boundaries (e.g., which lines of business) and vertical boundaries (whether to make or 
buy inputs and outputs) of the firm, considered as strategic decisions. The different types of competition 
associated with distinct market structures. 
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
5  MGMT 4202 - The 
Economics of Corporate 
Strategy II  
 
 
MGMT 4202 - The Economics of Corporate Strategy II (SS)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-4201; fall, spring, offered periodically)  
Tools for analyzing business strategies: credible strategic commitments, pricing rivalries, entry and exit, 
Porter's five forces framework, and the relationship between value creation and strategic market 
positioning.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
6  MGMT 4501 - 
Globalization and Business 
Strategy 
 
MGMT 4501 - Globalization and Business Strategy (IP)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-3601 or #; fall, spring, offered periodically)  
Review of the impact of increasing globalization of the corporate and economic environment; application of 
strategic methods to new business conditions.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
7  MGMT 4502 -
Technological Change, 
Labor Market, and Skill 
Formation  
 
MGMT 4502 - Technological Change, Labor Market, and Skill Formation (IP)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-3601 or #; fall, spring, offered periodically)  
The change of technology in relation to the formation of skills and transformation of regional labor markets 
throughout the world. The intimate relationship between "skilling" and "deskilling" of labor and the 
transformation of technology. 
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
8  MGMT 4505 – 
International Managerial 
Finance 
 
MGMT 4505 - International Managerial Finance (SS)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-3101 or #; spring, offered periodically)  
An introduction to the international dimensions of corporate financing, investment, and risk management 
decisions. Foreign exchange markets, international financial systems, foreign exchange rate determination, 
measuring/managing currency risk, multinational capital budgeting, cost of capital in emerging economies, 
international taxation policies, and transfer pricing.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
9  MGMT 4601 - Advanced 
Topics in Financial 
Economics 
 
MGMT 4601 - Advanced Topics in Financial Economics (SS)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-3101 or #; fall, spring, offered periodically)  
Continuation of Mgmt 3101. Topics include dividend policy, hybrid financing, derivatives, and mergers.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
10  MGMT 4602 - Long-Term 
Financing  
MGMT 4602 - Long-Term Financing (SS)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-3101 or #; fall, offered periodically)  
Application of the fundamental financial theories acquired in Mgmt 3101 to long-term financing in 
corporations. The primary focus is on issuing securities to the public, financial leverage, capital structure 
policy, dividend policy, and leasing.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
11  MGMT 4603 - Working 
Capital Management 
 
MGMT 4603 - Working Capital Management (SS)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-3101 or #; fall, offered periodically)  
Application of the fundamental financial theories acquired in Mgmt 3101 to working capital management in 
corporations. The primary focus is on financial planning, cash management, credit management, and risk 
management. 
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
 
Course changes for ______________Political Science _________________ (Discipline) 
 
Fall 2012 
  Course Changes to be made to course and Rationale 
1  POL 1101 – Introduction to Political 
Theory 
 
Pol 1101. Introduction to Political Theory. (E/CR; 4 cr; fall spring, every year) An introduction to 
key political concepts, questions, and ideologies through the writings of major thinkers of 
Western political theory and examination of contemporary debates about political life. 
 
Rationale:  Change when offered - Moving this course to spring will spread the discipline’s 
introductory courses across both semesters and allow political science majors to complete their 
two required introductory courses earlier; Pol 1201 and Pol 1401 are offered fall semester every 
year.  
 
2  POL 2001 - Political Science 
Research Methods 
POL 2001 - Political Science Research Methods (SS; 4.0 cr; Prereq-any 1xxx-level UMM Pol 
course, major or minor or #; fall, every year)  
Students conceive and develop research questions and hypotheses; collect and critically review 
published research on their topic; gather and analyze empirical evidence using statistical software; 
and write clearly, forcefully, and logically about their research and findings. Examination of the 
philosophy and critiques of social-science methods. 
 
 Rationale:  CHANGE COURSE DESCRIPTION - COURSE DOES NOT INCLUDE 
GATHERING THEIR OWN EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE; SOFTWARE IS PART OF COURSE. 
 
3  POL 3201 - Legislative Process  POL 3201 - Legislative Process (SS; 4.0 cr; Prereq-1201 or #; 2001 recommended; fall, 
odd years)  
The internal organization of Congress and state legislatures, with emphasis on how rules and 
organizational changes affect the policy process. Topics include the evolution of the modern 
Congress and state legislatures, the committee system, the role of party leadership, and competing 
theories of congressional organization and behavior. 
 
Rationale:   CHANGE COURSE DESCRIPTION - COURSE WILL BE ADDING MORE 
FOCUS ON STATE LEGISLATURES. 
 
4  POL 3211 - The American 
Presidency 
POL 3211 - The American Presidency (SS; (4.0 cr; Prereq-1201 or #; Stat 1601 or Stat 
2601 recommended; spring, fall, even years)  
Traces the development of the American presidency over time. Major theories of 
presidential behavior and success are examined, as well as the literature on presidential 
popularity and executive/congressional relations. 
 
Rationale:  Change when offered – this course is taught in Fall 
 
5  POL 3355 – Environmental Political 
Theory 
 
Pol 3355. Environmental Political Theory. (Envt; 4 cr; fall, odd years) Examination of 
environmental conceptions of sustainability, citizenship, and democracy, analyzing various 
formulations of what a “green citizen” and “ecological democracy” might mean. Readings and 
extensive discussion provide critical insight on contemporary debates about environmental 
decision-making, sustainability, and education on the individual, social, national, and international 
levels.   
An examination of political understandings of the relationship between humans and the natural 
environment. The course addresses Western and non-Western perspectives on the natural 
environment, technological optimism and survivalism, the tragedy of the commons, 
environmental direct action movements, the environmental justice movement, and theories of 
green democracy and citizenship. Readings cover a variety of political perspectives and ideologies 
including neoconservatism, libertarianism, ecoanarchism, ecosocialism, ecofeminism, social 
ecology, deep ecology, and postmodernism.  
 
 
Rationale: Change course description - this course summary more accurately describes the 
content of the course. 
 
 
6  POL 3401 - U.S. Foreign Policy POL 3401 - U.S. Foreign Policy (SS; 4.0 cr; Prereq-1201 or 1401 or #; fall,, every year spring, even 
years)  
Institutions and processes of American foreign policy. Major factors to be considered and levels 
of analysis that allow for the examination and dissection of foreign policy decisions. Case study 
analysis, e.g., Cuban Missile Crisis, Vietnam, Iran/Contra-gate. 
 
 
Rationale:    
1) COURSE DESCRIPTION CHANGE TO ACCURATELY REFLECT THE CURRENT COURSE 
CONTENTS.  
2) CHANGE WHEN OFFERED - REGULAR COURSE OFFERING EVERY SECOND YEAR. 
3) CHANGE COURSE PREREQ TO BETTER REFLECT THE PREPARATION NEEDED. 
 
7  POL 3411 - International Law POL 3411 - International Law (E/CR; 4.0 cr; Prereq-1401 or #; spring, every year even years)  
Relations of international law to individuals, states, the international community, jurisdictional problems, 
survey of principles developed by diplomatic agents and consuls, treaties, arbitration, treatment of aliens, 
pacific settlement. War and hostile measures short of war, military occupation, war crimes, neutrality, 
collective security sanctions. 
 
 
Rationale:  
1) COURSE DESCRIPTION CHANGE TO ACCURATELY REFLECT THE CURRENT COURSE CONTENTS.  
2) CHANGE WHEN OFFERED - REGULAR COURSE OFFERING EVERY SECOND YEAR. 
  
 
8  POL 4453 POL 3453 - Russian 
Politics and Foreign Policy 
 
POL 4453 POL 3453 - Russian Politics and Foreign Policy (IP)   
(4.0 cr; Prereq-1401, 2001 or #; spring, odd years; no credit for students who have received cr for 
Pol 4453)  
Domestic and foreign policies of Russia and the former Soviet Union from the Bolshevik Revolution to 
the present. Nature of the Soviet empire, implosion of the Soviet Union, Russian Federalism, 
democratic and market reforms, ethnic conflicts, nuclear strategy, military policy, Russian foreign 
relations and diplomatic style.  
 
Rationale:   
1)  CHANGE COURSE NUMBER (FROM 4453 TO 3453) - TOO MANY 4XXX LEVEL COURSES IN THE 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS/COMPARATIVE POLITICS SUB-FIELD OF POLITICAL SCIENCE. THE 
SHIFT FROM POL 4453 TO POL 3453 WILL REDUCE THE NUMBER OF 4XXX COURSES IN THE SUB-
FIELD FROM 3 TO 2. THIS COURSE IS MORE SUITABLE FOR A 3XXX LEVEL COURSE THAN A 4XXX 
SEMINAR.   
2) CHANGE COURSE DESCRIPTION  - NEW DESCRIPTION MORE ACCURATELY REFLECTS THE 
CURRENT COURSE CONTENTS. 
3)  Add additional course information - no credit for students who have received cr for Pol 4453 
 
9  POL 3461 -
 Diplomatic Negotiations Negotiation 
POL 3461 - Diplomatic Negotiations Negotiation (IP; 4.0 cr; summer, offered periodically, every 
year)  
This course focuses on the origins and nature of modern diplomacy and the art of diplomatic negotiations. 
The course consists of three components: (1) the theory and practice of diplomatic negotiation; (2) 
negotiating styles; and (3) simulation of diplomatic negotiations (bilateral and multilateral negotiations, 
international conference, summitry, and mediation). This course is unique in that almost half of the 
course will be is devoted to simulations/mock conferences and that students Students will gain first-hand 
knowledge  of and valuable insights into diplomacy and and skills of negotiation through simulation.  
 
Rationale:   
1) EDITORIAL CHANGE OF THE COURSE TITLE - CHANGE TO NON-PLURAL (REMOVE S 
FROM NEGOTIATIONS). 
2)  COURSE DESCRIPTION CHANGE TO ACCURATELY REFLECT THE CURRENT COURSE 
CONTENTS.  
3) CHANGE WHEN OFFERED - REGULAR COURSE OFFERING EVERY YEAR. 
 
10  POL 3501 - Government and Politics 
of Asia 
POL 3501 - Government and Politics of Asia (SS; 4.0 cr; Prereq-1301 or #; Prereq 1101 or 1201 or 
1401 or #, spring, offered periodically fall, odd years)  
Examination of governments, political and leadership changes, and economic developments in 
China, Japan, and Korea. Modernization, democratization, political pluralism, revolution, 
authoritarianism, and civil-military relations. 
 
Rationale:   
1) CHANGE COURSE PREREQ TO BETTER REFLECT THE PREPARATION NEEDED.   
2) CHANGE WHEN OFFERED - REGULAR COURSE OFFERING SECOND YEAR. 
 
11  POL 3502 - Government and Politics 
of Europe 
 
POL 3502 - Government and Politics of Europe (SS)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-1301 or #; fall, even years)  
The comparative study of contemporary government/politics in Europe. Emphasizes influence of 
economic, cultural, and other factors. Parties, bureaucracy, legislatures, executives: way in which 
they reflect and contribute to political life. 
 
Rationale:  Inactivate course - No faculty to offer the course.   
 
12  POL 4221 - Judicial Politics 
 
POL 4221 - Judicial Politics (SS)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-1201, 2001 or #; Stat 1601 or Stat 2601 recommended; fall, odd years)  
Role of judges, police, attorneys, and interest groups within the political system, with analysis 
focusing on each as political actors. Areas of discretion in the legal system. Extra-legal predictors 
of judicial decision making and certiorari voting. 
 
Rationale:  Inactivate course - No faculty to offer the course.   
 
13  POL 4264 - American Political Culture 
 
POL 4264 - American Political Culture (HIST)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-1201, 2001 or #; spring, even years)  
A survey of the ideas shaping the U.S. political system and Americans' political behavior. 
Examines the ways that U.S. political culture has shaped institutional development, policy 
outcomes, and the everyday political experiences within the political system. 
 
Rationale:  Inactivate course - No faculty to offer the course.   
 
14  POL 4266 - Media and Politics POL 4266 - Media and Politics (SS)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-1201, 2001 or #; spring, odd years)  
Relationships between mass media, government, and public in American Democracy. Democratic 
theory and media/press, role of informed citizenry in theories of U.S. democracy, role of media in 
informing the U.S. citizenry. Ways media influences public opinion, relationship of media, public 
opinion, and elites in politics.  
 
 
Rationale:   Remove Gen Ed designator.  Course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
15  POL 4301 – Contemporary Political Pol 4301. Contemporary Political Thought. (Hum; 4 cr; prereq 1101, 2001 or #; spring fall, odd 
Thought years)  
A survey of social and political thought in the 20th and 21st centuries. 
 
 
Rationale:  Change when offered - This shift allows POL 1101 to be moved to spring semester. 
 
 
16  POL 4302 – International 
Comparative Political Theory 
Pol 4302. International Comparative Political Theory. (IP; 4 cr; prereq 1101, 2001 or 
#; spring fall, even years) 
Examination of international political thought beyond the canon of Western political theory. 
Topics include modernity, democracy, legitimacy, justice, nonviolence, and nationalism, with an 
emphasis on the Islamic world, the Indian subcontinent, sub-Saharan Africa, and East Asia. 
 
Rationale:  Change when offered - this shift allows POL 1101 to be moved to spring semester. 
 
17  POL 4451 - Comparative Foreign 
Policy 
 
POL 4451 - Comparative Foreign Policy (IP) 
(4.0 cr; Prereq-1401, 2001 or #; spring, every year) fall, even years)  
Comparative examinations of foreign policies of selected countries, i.e., the United States, China, the 
two Koreas, and Japan. and Russia (the Soviet Union). The rise and fall of the Cold War; U.S. foreign 
policy toward Northeast Asia, the triangular relationship between Washington, Beijing, and 
Moscow; China’s rise, North Korea’s future, and Japan-U.S. military alliance,  Russia's new foreign 
policy; and U.S. foreign and security policy in the post-Cold War era.  
 
Rationale:   
1) COURSE DESCRIPTION CHANGE TO ACCURATELY REFLECT THE CURRENT COURSE CONTENTS.  
2) CHANGE WHEN OFFERED - REGULAR COURSE OFFERING EVERY SECOND YEAR.   
3) REMOVE GEN ED DESIGNATOR.  COURSE HAS THE SAME GEN ED DESIGNATOR AS THE PREREQ.  
 
18  POL 4452 - International Relations 
 
POL 4452 - International Relations (IP)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-1401, 2001 or #; fall, spring, offered periodically) fall, odd years) 
Theory and practice of contemporary international relations. Realism and idealism, national power, 
systems theory, integration theory, war and peace, conflict resolution, and the world government.  
 
Rationale:   1) CHANGE WHEN OFFERED - REGULAR COURSE OFFERING EVERY SECOND YEAR.  
2) REMOVE GEN ED DESIGNATOR - COURSE HAS THE SAME GEN ED DESIGNATOR AS THE PREREQ. 
 
19  POL 4905 - Senior Research 
Seminar in Political Science 
 
POL 4905 - Senior Research Seminar in Political Science (SS)  
(2.0 cr; Prereq-2001, Stat 1601 or Stat 2601, at least one Pol 4XXX course; fall, spring, every year)  
Guided research in political science. Requires the refinement and expansion of a research paper 
students previously completed in a 4000-level political science course. The end result of this revision 
and expansion is an original, significant research paper of a substantial length. Also requires that the 
student make an oral presentation of the final work to the discipline faculty and graduating seniors. 
With faculty approval, the student may produce such a paper based on a research paper previously 
completed in a 3000-level political science course.  
 
Rationale:   
 Remove Gen Ed designator.  Course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq 
 
 
Course changes for Psychology Discipline 
 
Fall 2012 
For 
Office 
Use 
For 
Office 
Use 
Course Changes to be made to course and Rationale 
1  Psy 1811 -  My Wonderful 
Life: Career and Life 
Planning for College 
Students (IC) 
 Inactivate course  
 
Rationale:  Inactivate course - This was an IC course developed by a faculty member who has since 
resigned.  It will most likely not be offered in the future. 
 
2  Psy 2411 - Introduction to 
Lifespan Developmental 
Psychology  
 
PSY 2411 - Introduction to Lifespan Developmental Psychology (SS)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-1051; counts as elective cr for the Psy major or minor, and psy elective for the LAHS 
major.; fall, every year)  
An introduction to theory, data, and research approaches in development from the prenatal period 
through childhood, adolescence, adulthood, and aging until the cessation of life. Includes physical, 
perceptual, cognitive, language, moral, personality, socio-emotional, family, and career development 
and changes over time, as well as issues of death, dying, and bereavement. Includes a multicultural focus 
 
Rationale:   Remove wording.  Is actually contradictory to the programs  
3  Psy 1081 2581 Drugs and 
Human Behavior 
Psy 1081 2581 Drugs and Human Behavior 
(2.0 cr; prereq 1051 or #; spring, every year; no credit for students who have received cr fro PSY 1081)  
Survey of psychoactive drugs, their effects on mind and behavior, and prevention and treatment of drug 
abuse. 
 
Rationale: 
(1) CHANGE TO A 2XXX-LEVEL  COURSE  -  IT HAS PROVEN DIFFICULT TO ADEQUATELY INTRODUCE BOTH 
THE BACKGROUND AND THE SPECIFIC CONTENT IN THE SAME, INTRODUCTORY, 2-CREDIT COURSE.  
THESE CHANGES WILL NOT AFFECT EDUCATION STUDENTS REQUIRED TO TAKE THE COURSE (THEY ARE 
ALREADY REQUIRED TO TAKE INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY).  AS A 2XXX-LEVEL COURSE, IT WILL BE 
AVAILABLE AS AN UPPER-LEVEL ELECTIVE FOR PSYCH STUDENTS (CURRENTLY NOT AN OPTION).   
(2) ADD PRE-REQ OF PSY 1051 OR # - ALLOWING AN INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY COURSE AS A PRE-
REQ WILL ALLOW STUDENTS TO BE BETTER PREPARED FOR THE MATERIAL COVERED IN THE COURSE 
AND  WILL BETTER REFLECT THE LEVEL OF ANALYSIS NEEDED FOR THE MATERIAL.   
(3) ADD ADDITIONAL COURSE INFORMATION - NO CREDIT FOR STUDENTS WHO HAVE RECEIVED CR FOR 
PSY 1081 
 
 
4  Psy 3313 Psychopathology 
 
PSY 3313 - Psychopathology (SS)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-1051 or #; spring, every year)  
Psychological disorders and their treatment, including anxiety, personality, affective, schizophrenic, and 
other recognized disorders of children and adults. 
Psychological disorders and their treatment, including anxiety, personality, mood, schizophrenia, eating, 
substance and other recognized disorders of adults. 
 
Rationale:  New description more accurately describes the course as it is currently being taught.   
5  Psy 3315 – Parenting and 
Family Therapy  
New course - See attached ECAS
 
Rationale:   See new course form  
6  Psy 3404 Culture and Human 
Development 
New course.  - See attached ECAS 
 
Rationale:  This is a new course that capitalizes on the expertise of a new faculty member and will 
contribute to the multicultural aspect of the psychology curriculum.  
7  PSY 3414 - Introduction to 
Human Motivation and 
Emotion  
Inactivate course 
 
Rationale:   Course taught by a temporary faculty member who has left UMM.  
8  PSY 4101 - Helping 
Relationships 
PSY 4101 - Helping Relationships (SS)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-3302 or 3313; fall, spring, every year)  
Approaches to counseling and psychotherapy. Theories of helping relationships. Acquisition of helping skills, 
including attending behavior, reflection of feeling, paraphrasing, confrontation, and summarization. Major 
humanistic, cognitive, and behavioral approaches. Didactic instruction, observation of counseling and 
psychotherapeutic techniques, and practical experiences.  
 
Rationale:   Remove Gen Ed designator - course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq.  
 
9  PSY 4301 - Clinical 
Assessment and 
Therapeutic Interventions 
PSY 4301 - Clinical Assessment and Therapeutic Interventions (SS)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-3313 or 4101; spring, every year)  
Evaluation of psychological assessments and interventions from different perspectives. Topic examples: 
structured and unstructured assessments; career counseling and assessment; motivational interviewing; 
family and couples therapy; interpersonal therapy; group therapy; and solution-focused therapy.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator.  Course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
10  PSY 4770 - Empirical 
Investigations in 
Psychology 
 
PSY 4770 - Empirical Investigations in Psychology (SS)  
(1.0 - 6.0 cr [max 12.0 cr]; Prereq-2001, #; SS [if taken for 2 or more cr]; only 12 cr may be applied to the 
BA or the Psy major; fall, spring, every year)  
Independent research study by a student in any area of psychology. A research proposal may be required by 
a faculty member prior to approval to enroll in the course.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator.  Course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq.    
11  PSY 4896 - Field 
Experiences in Psychology 
 
PSY 4896 - Field Experiences in Psychology (SS)  
(1.0 - 4.0 cr [max 4.0 cr]; Prereq-#, which normally requires 4101, IS 4101, other courses appropriate to 
field experience; SS [if taken for 2 or more cr]; only 4 cr may be applied to the BA or the Psy major; S-N 
only, fall, spring, every year)  
Individually arranged, supervised observation of and assistance with activities of professional psychologists 
in schools, clinics, hospitals, and other field settings.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator.  Course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
12  PSY 4910 - Advanced 
Seminar in Cognitive 
Psychology 
 
PSY 4910 - Advanced Seminar in Cognitive Psychology (SS)  
(4.0 cr; =[PSY 4710]; Prereq-2001, 3111 or 3112, sr status, #; A-F only, fall, every year)  
Advanced seminar on selected topics in the area of Cognitive Psychology. Members of the seminar read and 
discuss primary source material on a topic of common interest. In addition, each student investigates a 
related topic in greater depth. The student writes a paper and gives a public presentation based on the in-
depth investigation.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator.  Course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
13  PSY 4920 - Advanced 
Seminar in Biological or 
Comparative Psychology 
 
PSY 4920 - Advanced Seminar in Biological or Comparative Psychology (SS)  
(4.0 cr; =[PSY 4720]; Prereq-2001, 3201 or 3211, sr status, #; A-F only, spring, every year)  
Advanced seminar on selected topics in the area of Biological and Comparative Psychology. Members of the 
seminar read and discuss primary source material on a topic of common interest. In addition, each student 
investigates a related topic in greater depth. The student writes a paper and gives a public presentation 
based on the in-depth investigation.  
 
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator.  Course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
14  PSY 4930 - Advanced 
Seminar in Personality or 
Clinical Psychology 
 
PSY 4930 - Advanced Seminar in Personality or Clinical Psychology (SS)  
(4.0 cr; =[PSY 4730]; Prereq-2001, 3302 or 3313, sr status, #; A-F only, spring, every year)  
Advanced seminar on selected topics in the area of Personality or Clinical Psychology. Members of the 
seminar read and discuss primary source material on a topic of common interest. In addition, each student 
investigates a related topic in greater depth. The student writes a paper and gives a public presentation 
based on the in-depth investigation.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator.  Course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
15  PSY 4940 - Advanced 
Seminar in Developmental 
Psychology 
 
PSY 4940 - Advanced Seminar in Developmental Psychology (SS)  
(4.0 cr; =[PSY 4740]; Prereq-2001, 3401 or 3402 or 3403, sr status, #; A-F only, fall, every year)  
Advanced seminar on selected topics in the area of Developmental Psychology. Members of the seminar read 
and discuss primary source material on a topic of common interest. In addition, each student investigates a 
related topic in greater depth. The student writes a paper and gives a public presentation based on the in-
depth investigation.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator.  Course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
16  PSY 4950 - Advanced 
Seminar in Social 
Psychology 
 
PSY 4950 - Advanced Seminar in Social Psychology (SS)  
(4.0 cr; =[PSY 4750]; Prereq-2001, 3501, sr status, #; A-F only, spring, every year)  
Advanced seminar on selected topics in the area of Social Psychology. Members of the seminar read and 
discuss primary source material on a topic of common interest. In addition, each student investigates a 
related topic in greater depth. The student writes a paper and gives a public presentation based on the in-
depth investigation.  
 
Rationale:  Remove Gen Ed designator.  Course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
17  PSY 4960 - Advanced 
Seminar in Health 
Psychology 
PSY 4960 - Advanced Seminar in Health Psychology (SS)  
(4.0 cr; =[PSY 4760]; Prereq-2001, 3521 or [3211 and 3201], sr status, #; A-F only, fall, every year) 
 
 
Rationale:  1)  Add pre-req  - The advanced seminar in Biological & Comparative is not currently being 
offered so the change will allow students with more biological interests an alternative for their senior 
seminar. 
2)  Remove Gen Ed designator.  Course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq. 
 
18  PSY 4970 - Advanced 
Seminar in Psychology  
PSY 4970 - Advanced Seminar in Psychology (SS) 
 
Rationale:    
1) Inactivate course - No expectation to teach this course in the near future.  The course could possibly 
be reactivated again, if needed.   
2) Remove Gen Ed designator.  Course has the same Gen Ed designator as the prereq.    
 
 
PSY 3315 - NEW COURSE PROPOSAL  
Approvals Received: None 
Approvals Pending: Department > Curriculum Committee > Campus Assembly > Catalog > 
PeopleSoft Manual Entry 
Effective Status: Active 
Effective Term: 1133 - Spring 2013 
Course: PSY 3315 
Institution: 
Campus: 
UMNMO - Morris 
UMNMO - Morris 
Career: UGRD 
College: MDSS - Division of Social Sciences 
Department: 10574 - UMM-Soc Sciences, Div of-Adm 
 
General 
Course Title Short: Parenting and Family Therapy 
Course Title Long: Parenting and Family Therapy 
Max-Min Credits 
for Course: 
4.0 to 4.0 credit(s) 
Catalog 
Description: 
Course provides an examination of the effects of parenting on the growth 
and development of children. Emphasizes specific parenting styles and 
practices and their effects on the social/emotional development and 
functioning of children at each stage of life. Course also provides an 
overview of the theory and practice of family counseling/therapy. Major 
systemic theoretical orientations will be explored.   
Print in Catalog?: Yes 
Additional Course 
Information 
(for catalog 
production): 
<no text provided> 
Grading Basis: Stdnt Opt  
Honors Course: No 
Delivery Mode(s): Classroom 
Years most 
frequently offered: 
Every academic year  
Term(s) most 
frequently offered: 
Spring 
Component 1: LEC (with final exam) 
Auto-Enroll Course: No 
Graded Component: LEC 
Academic 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Financial Aid 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Repetition of Course: Repetition not allowed.  
Course Prerequisites 
for Catalog: 
1051 
Course Equivalency: No course equivalencies 
Consent Requirement: No required consent 
Enforced Prerequisites:  
(course-based or 
non-course-based) 
1051 
Editor Comments: <no text provided> 
Proposal Changes: <no text provided> 
History Information: <no text provided> 
Assessment and Goals: <no text provided> 
Rationale for 
Changes or 
Exceptions: 
STUDENT DEMAND FOR GREATER DIVERSITY OF OFFERINGS 
IN THE AREA OF CLINICAL/COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY. 
 
General Education 
Faculty Sponsor Name: Nick Leonard 
Requirement 
this course fulfills: 
SS (SS) Human Behvr, Social Processes & Institutions  
 
Provisional Approval: Not Requested  
Regular Approval: Requested on Sep 5, 2012  
 
PSY 3404 - VIEW COURSE PROPOSAL  
Approvals Received: None 
Approvals Pending: Department > Curriculum Committee > Campus Assembly > Catalog 
Effective Status: Active 
Effective Term: 1133 - Spring 2013 
Course: PSY 3404 
Institution: 
Campus: 
UMNMO - Morris 
UMNMO - Morris 
Career: UGRD 
College: MDSS - Division of Social Sciences 
Department: 10574 - UMM-Soc Sciences, Div of-Adm 
 
General 
Course Title Short: Culture and Human Development 
Course Title Long: Culture and Human Development 
Max-Min Credits 
for Course: 
4.0 to 4.0 credit(s) 
Catalog 
Description: 
This course examines the role of culture in human development through 
current research and examples from around the world. Students will learn 
about similarities and cultural differences in human development, and the 
regularities that explain these variations. Topics include the concept of 
culture in developmental psychology, diversity in child rearing practices, 
enculturation, gender roles, schooling, development in multicultural 
contexts, and the influence of technology and cultural change on 
development. Students will learn to think culturally about their own 
development and see how it applies to their future careers. 
Print in Catalog?: Yes 
Additional Course 
Information (for 
catalog production): 
<no text provided> 
Grading Basis: Stdnt Opt  
Honors Course: No 
Delivery Mode(s): Classroom 
Years most 
frequently offered: 
Every academic year  
Term(s) most 
frequently offered: 
Spring 
Component 1: LEC (with final exam) 
Auto-Enroll Course: No 
Graded Component: LEC 
Academic 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Financial Aid 
Progress Units: 
Not allowed to bypass limits. 
4.0 credit(s) 
Repetition of Course: Repetition not allowed.  
Course Prerequisites 
for Catalog: 
1051 
Course Equivalency: No course equivalencies 
Consent Requirement: No required consent 
Enforced Prerequisites:  
(course-based or 
non-course-based) 
002191 - prereq Psy 1051 
Editor Comments: <no text provided> 
Proposal Changes: <no text provided> 
History Information: <no text provided> 
Assessment and Goals: <no text provided> 
Rationale for 
Changes or 
Exceptions: 
THIS IS A NEW COURSE THAT CAPITALIZES ON THE 
EXPERTISE OF A NEW FACULTY MEMBER AND WILL 
CONTRIBUTE TO THE MULTICULTURAL ASPECT OF THE 
PSYCHOLOGY CURRICULUM. THIS COURSE PERTAINS TO THE 
FIELD OF DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY BECAUSE IT 
EXAMINES THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN CULTURE AND 
DEVELOPMENT. THE AIM IS THAT STUDENTS LEARN TO 
THINK CULTURALLY ABOUT HUMAN DEVELOPMENT TO 
BETTER UNDER UNDERSTAND CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AS 
THE PRODUCT OF DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESSES. 
 
General Education 
Faculty Sponsor Name: Oscar Baldelomar  
Requirement 
this course fulfills: 
HDIV (HDIV) Human Diversity  
 
Provisional Approval: Not Requested  
Regular Approval: Requested on Sep 5, 2012  
 
Course changes for _____________Sociology________________________________ (Discipline) 
 
Fall 2012 
For 
Office 
use 
Only 
For 
Office 
use 
Only 
Course Changes to be made to course and Rationale 
1  SOC 3141 - Sociology of 
Deviance 
SOC 3141 - Sociology of Deviance (E/CR)  
(4.0 cr; Prereq-1101 or #; FALL, even years   spring, every year)  
Introduces students to the sociological study of deviance. Explores the social reality of deviance within 
contemporary society and examines the social construction of deviant categories. Focuses on images of 
deviance as social constructs, rather than as intrinsic elements of human behavior. Investigates the 
complex relationships between individual behavior and social structure, with a focus on power, 
inequality, and oppression. Also, examines the socio-cultural definitions of morality and behavior. 
 
Rationale:   Change when course offered – Course is taught the fall of even years.   
2  SOC 3451 - Contemporary 
American Indians  
SOC 3451 - Contemporary American Indians (HDIV)  
(4.0 cr; =[ANTH 3451]; Prereq-1101 or Anth 1111 or #; fall, odd years)  
Same as Anth 3451. The cultures of contemporary Indian tribes in the United States. Government 
policies, gaming, urban populations, education, self-determination, and identity. 
 
Rationale:  Inactivate course - Instructor has resigned.   
3  SOC 3452 - American Indian 
Women  
SOC 3452 - American Indian Women (HDIV)  
(4.0 cr; =[ANTH 3452]; Prereq-1101 or Anth 1111 or #; fall, offered periodically)  
Same as Anth 3452. The role of Indian and mixed-blood women in a variety of North American Indian 
cultures, both traditional and contemporary, using ethnography, autobiography, life history, biography, 
and fiction. The interaction of Indian women and their cultures with the colonizing cultures of Western 
Europe and the United States. 
 
Rationale:  Inactivate course  -  Instructor has resigned.   
 
